Summary:
Functional genomics approaches can overcome current limitations that hamper oncology drug development such as lack of robust target identification and clinical efficacy. Here we performed genome-scale CRISPR-Cas9 screens in 204 human cancer cell lines from 12 cancer-types and developed a data-driven framework to prioritise cancer therapeutic candidates. We integrated gene cell fitness effects with genomic biomarkers and target tractability for drug development to systematically prioritise new oncology targets in defined tissues and genotypes. Furthermore, we took one of our most promising dependencies, Werner syndrome RecQ helicase, and verified it as a candidate target for tumours with microsatellite instability. Our analysis provides a comprehensive resource of cancer dependencies, a framework to prioritise oncology targets, and nominates specific new candidates. The principles described in this study can transform the initial stages of the drug development process contributing to a new, diverse and more effective portfolio of oncology targets. 1 
Main Text:
Cancer is the second leading cause of death globally and incidence rates are rising 1 .
The molecular features of a patient's tumour impact the clinical responses to therapy and can be used to guide therapies, leading to more effective treatments and reduced toxicity 2 . A paradigm in targeted cancer therapy is the use of drugs which target a dominant gain-of-function oncogene or activated downstream signalling pathway. Alternatively, therapies can exploit the stress phenotype induced by molecular alterations, such as loss of a tumour suppressor gene (e.g. BRCA1 and BRCA2 ), which can create dependencies on other cellular pathways 3 . Despite the increasing numbers of available targeted cancer therapies, most patients do not benefit from such therapies mainly due to the lack of knowledge on targetable alterations 4, 5 . The attrition rate in oncology drug development is~90%, with a leading cause of failure being the lack of efficacy , and fewer molecular entities to new targets are being developed 6 . Current approaches to target selection are frequently hampered by incomplete information, are subject to confirmation bias, and can be biased towards well studied pathways. Strategies that improve our ability to identify and prioritise drug targets could expand the number of targets, increase success rates and accelerate development of new cancer therapies.
Loss-of-function genetic screens are a powerful approach to comprehensively investigate gene function. RNA interference screens are useful 7, 8 , but have been hampered by high variation, off-target activity and incomplete knockdown. In contrast, the CRISPR-Cas9 system has greater specificity and produces more penetrant phenotypes resulting from null alleles generated 9, 10 . Libraries of single guide RNAs (sgRNAs) have been used in pooled genome-wide screens to study gene function and their requirement for cellular fitness 11, 12 .
Although CRISPR-Cas9 screens have been reported, no study has performed a systematic 2 integration of gene fitness effects, tractability for pharmaceutical development, and biomarkers for patient selection across a diverse panel of cancer cell lines to prioritise new therapeutic targets. Here, we present genome-scale CRISPR-Cas9 fitness screens in 204 cancer cell lines and a computational, data-driven analysis to prioritise cancer therapeutic targets, illustrated with the identification and validation of Werner syndrome helicase as a target for tumours with microsatellite instability.
Genome-scale CRISPR-Cas9 screens in cancer cell lines
To comprehensively catalogue genes required for cancer cell fitness (defined as genes required for cell growth or viability) in diverse histological and molecular sub-types, we performed genome-scale CRISPR-Cas9 screens targeting 18,009 genes in 204 cancer cell lines across 12 different tissues, including lung (n = 43), ovarian (n = 35), colorectal (n = 34), peripheral/central nervous system (n = 29), pancreatic (n = 24), breast (n = 24), and other (n = 14) ( Figs. 1a, b and S1a ). The vast majority of the cell lines (98%) are part of the Genomics of Drug Sensitivity in Cancer cell line panel 13 , where single nucleotide variants (SNVs) and gene copy number variations (CNVs) are fully annotated ( Fig S1b ) . The cell lines selected broadly reflect the molecular features of patient tumours 13 , include the three most common forms of cancer (lung, colon and breast), and cancers of particular unmet clinical need (lung, ovarian and pancreas).
We observed high concordance between technical replicates in each cell line when considering raw sgRNA counts ( Fig. S1c , median R = 0.81). A more stringent quality control (QC) assessment using gene-level log2 fold-change (logFC) retained 95% of the replicates (median correlation of 0.84)( Fig. S1d-f ), leaving a final analysis set of 197 cell lines ( Table   3   S1 ) . The analysis set showed high sensitivity, specificity and precision in classifying essential and non-essential gene sets 14 based on gene-level logFC ranks ( Fig. S1g ), and robust depletion of known essential gene sets ( Fig. 1c and S1h ; grand median logFC = -2.92 and -1.91, and median Glass' ∆ (G∆) = 2.80 and 2.22 for ribosomal and the essential genes, respectively). These results demonstrate the high quality of our dataset and accuracy to detect fitness genes. We performed CRISPR-bias 15, 16 correction on the 197 cell line dataset using CRISPRcleanR 17 , and computed gene-level fitness scores using modified versions of BAGEL 18 and MAGeCK 19 to catalogue fitness genes. inter-quartiles for defined sets of genes across cell lines.
Landscape of cellular fitness genes
We identified a median of 1,413 fitness genes across all cell lines (BAGEL FDR < 5%; Figs. 2a , S2a , and Table S2 ). Technical confounders (e.g. number of replicates and Cas9 activity) were not robustly associated with the number of fitness genes identified ( Fig.   S2b-e ). In total, 38% of all targeted genes (n = 6,830) had a loss of fitness effect in one or more cell lines (hereafter referred to as vulnerable cell lines), in line with the~42% identified in mice 20 . The majority (82%) of fitness essential genes induced a vulnerability in less than 50% of cell lines ( Fig. 2b ). Genes required for fitness in specific contexts are more likely to make favourable drug targets because of reduced likelihood of toxicity in healthy tissues.
Conversely, fitness genes common across all cancer-types (referred to as pan-cancer core fitness (CF) genes) or in a given cancer-type (cancer-type CF genes) are likely to have higher toxicity. It is therefore important to distinguish context-specific fitness genes from CF genes during target prioritisation. Utilising our large dataset, we developed a novel statistical method, ADaM (adaptive daisy model, Fig. S3 ), to identify CF genes of a given cell line set.
ADaM adaptively determines the minimum number of vulnerable cell lines required for a gene to be classified as CF in a cell line set. This number maximises the true positive rates of known essential genes in the resulting CF set, and the deviation from expectation of the number of genes in this set. The ADaM approach estimated a median of 82% of cell lines from a cancer-type to be vulnerable for a gene to be considered as a cancer-type CF gene and at least 10 of 12 cancer-types for pan-cancer CF genes, yielding a median of 764 cancer-type CF genes and 582 pan-cancer CF genes ( Fig. 2c , and Table S3 ). Of note, although the majority of context-specific fitness genes exhibited weaker effect than CF genes, a subset of context-specific fitness genes had an effect size similar to or even stronger than the CF genes, indicating strong context-specific vulnerabilities ( Fig. 2c ).
Of the pan-cancer CF genes, 419 were a subset of the BAGEL essential genes 14 or a more recent set of CF genes 21 , and 127 encompassed genes in other essential processes (histones, ribosome, proteasome, spliceosome and RNA-polymerase) 22, 23 . Interestingly, 140 (24%) were newly classified as CF genes with our screen dataset and enriched in housekeeping pathways (mediator complex, anaphase promoting complex, and general transcription factors) and pathways involved in cell growth and division (sister chromatid 6 separation and protein transcription) ( Fig. S4a and b and Table S4 ). Compared to reference sets of CF genes ( 14 , 21 ), the ADaM pan-cancer CF genes showed a greater recall of genes involved in essential processes (median = 67% versus 28% and 51% respectively, Fig. S4c ), and a similar false discovery rates for putative context-specific fitness genes (taken from 8 ,
Fig. S4d
). Clustering of cancer-types based on corresponding CF gene sets similarity reflected their tissue of origin, with blood cancer cell lines having the most distinctive set of CF genes (342 exclusive CF genes; Fig. S5a ). CF gene sets were highly expressed in matched healthy tissues (grand median expression > 75% quantile, p < 10 -16 ; Fig. S5b ), consistent with their predicted role in core cellular processes. Overall, this analysis enabled us to distinguish CF genes likely having greater toxicity when prioritising therapeutic targets, and expanded and refined our knowledge of human CF genes, likely having utility in many aspects of human genetics in health and disease. context-specific fitness genes predicted by ADaM for each cancer-type and (on the right) average significant fitness effect for genes in the two sets (only statistically significant loss of fitness effects at a 5% BAGEL FDR are considered). The ADaM threshold is the number of cell lines a gene must be called as a fitness gene to be classified as core fitness essential. (d) Pan-cancer core fitness genes and their membership in known reference essential gene sets and respective recall and enrichment significance.
A quantitative framework for target prioritization
Through our CRISPR screens we identified a large number of context-specific fitness genes. Nonetheless, it was unclear which genes, and what proportion, could represent potential drug targets. To nominate the most promising therapeutic targets, we developed a computational framework that integrates multiple lines of evidence and creates data-driven ranked lists of candidates at a pan-cancer and individual cancer-type level ( Fig. S6a ). We assigned each gene a target priority score between 0 and 100 (low to high). 70% of the score was derived from CRISPR-Cas9 experimental evidence and averaged across vulnerable cell lines based on (i) effect size, (ii) significance of fitness deficiency, (iii) basal gene expression, (iv) mutational status, and (v) evidence for other fitness genes in the same pathway. The remaining 30% was based on (i) evidence of an associated genetic biomarker and (ii) the frequency at which the target is somatically altered in patient tumours. For the biomarker analysis, we performed an analysis of variance (ANOVA, Fig. S7 ) to test associations between gene-level logFC of fitness genes and the presence of 381 cancer driver events (105 SNVs and 276 CNVs) 13 or microsatellite instability (MSI) status at pan-cancer and individual cancer-type levels (see Methods). To exclude genes likely to be poor targets due to potential 9 toxicity core fitness genes were scored as zero, as well as potential false positive fitness genes (i.e. not expressed or homozygously deleted genes). Lastly, we defined a priority score threshold (52.6 and 45.23 for pan-cancer and cancer-type specific, respectively) based on scores calculated for targets with approved or pre-clinical cancer compounds ( Fig. S6b and Table S6 ; see Methods). Priority targets were then classified based on a score greater than the defined thresholds.
With this approach, we identified 497 unique priority targets (20% of all unique targets with at least one non-null score, n = 2,537), including 83 and 470 targets from the pan-cancer and cancer-type-specific analyses, respectively ( Fig. 3a , Table S7 ). The majority of the priority pan-cancer targets (67%) were also identified in cancer-type-specific analyses ( Fig. S6c ) . The remaining 27 genes identified uniquely as pan-cancer priority targets typically induced vulnerability in a small subset of cell lines across multiple cancer-types (e.g. NRAS and WWTR1 ), or in a cancer-type where limited numbers of cell lines were available, thereby being precluded in the cancer-type specific analysis ( FLI1 in Ewing's sarcoma; Fig. S6d ). The number of priority targets varied~2-fold across cancer-types, with a median of 133 targets per cancer-type ( Fig. 3a ) . Significantly, the majority of cancer-type priority targets (n = 382, 81%) were detected in only one (59%) or two cancer-types (22%), underscoring the tissue specificity of many therapeutic targets.
Of the 497 priority targets, 59 (12%) were found to be robustly associated with at least one cancer driver event, and high significance and large effect size in fitness deficiency, and thus would be of particular interest for drug development ( Fig. 3b ). These targets (named Class A targets) included 29 pan-cancer and 34 cancer-type priority targets. Applying a less stringent threshold expanded the set of targets with cancer driver event associations (thus 10 defining Class B and C targets), some of which were identified in multiple cancer-types ( Table S8 ). For example, PIK3CA
is a Class A target in breast, lung, colorectal and ovarian carcinoma, and PI3K inhibitors are in clinical development for PIK3CA mutated cancers 24 .
Taken together, these results highlight the potential of a quantitative framework, aggregating CRISPR-Cas9 screening data across multiple cell lines with associated genomic features, in prioritizing oncology targets. 
Figure 3

Tractability assessment of priority targets
Targets vary in their suitability for pharmaceutical intervention and this informs target selection, particularly during early stages of drug development. We previously conducted target tractability assessment for small molecule and antibody development, and assigned each gene to one of 10 tractability buckets (1-10 being high-to-low tractability) 25 . This assessment uses multiple publicly available resources and considers factors such as existing (pre-)clinical compounds, patent literature supporting the target, availability of structural information, evidence of small molecule binding, or antibody accessibility. We cross-compared the 497 priority targets with their tractability and categorised them into three tractability groups ( Figs. 3b and 4 and Table S9 ). PIK3CB dependency in breast cancers cell lines with PTEN mutations, and CDK4 in CCND1 -amplified cells ( Fig. 5a and Table S5 ). Tractability Group 1 targets were enriched in protein kinases (adjusted p = 1.22 x 10 -7 ), highlighting a major focus in drug development, compared to Groups 2 and 3 (adjusted p = 3.33 x 10 -2 and > 0.05, respectively), which include a more functionally diverse set of targets ( Fig. S8a , and Table S10 ).
Tractability Group 2 (buckets 4-7) contained 222 priority targets, for which no drug is currently in clinical development but there is evidence supporting their tractability ( Fig. 3b   and 4 ). Of these, 10% have a Class A biomarker making them attractive for drug development ( Fig 3b ) . . 5b ). Of the Group 2 targets that were not associated with a biomarker, GPX4 was a priority target in multiple cancer-types such as breast, ovarian, pancreatic, and squamous cell lung cancers ( Fig 4) . Sensitivity to GPX4 inhibition has been recently shown to be associated with epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) 26, 27 and we observed differential EMT marker expression between GPX4-sensitive and insensitive cell lines ( Fig. S8b and Table S11 ). This example is indicative of future refinements of our target prioritisation scheme to capture priority targets associated with an expanded set of molecular features including gene expression, chromatin and differentiation states . 13 Lastly, Group 3 included 243 priority targets with no support or a lack of information to inform on target tractability ( Fig. 3b and 4 ) . These are overrepresented by transcription factors (adjusted p = 6.83 x 10 -7 ; Fig. S8a and Table S10 ), such as MYCN in neuroblastoma, Priority targets were observed in all tractability groups, including a functionally diverse set of targets in Groups 2 and 3 ( Fig. 3b ). Targets in Group 2 are most likely to be novel and tractable to conventional modalities, and therefore represent good candidates for future drug development. Newer therapeutic modalities, such as proteolysis targeting chimeras (PROTACs, 28 ), and cell and gene therapy, may widen the range of proteins amenable to pharmaceutical intervention, especially those in Group 3 priority targets.
Overall, our framework informed a data-driven list of prioritized therapeutic targets serving as strong candidates for oncology drug development. 
Figure 5
Werner syndrome helicase is a target in cancers with microsatellite instability
Amongst the Class A priority targets, we identified the WRN gene encoding Werner syndrome RecQ like helicase as a promising candidate in colon and ovarian cancer cell lines ( Fig. 4 ) . Members of the RecQ DNA helicase family play roles in DNA repair, replication, transcription and telomere maintenance 29 promoter hypermethylation and WRN essentiality (ANOVA FDR = 1.38 x 10 -50 , Fig. 6a ).
To validate dependency on WRN in MSI-H cancers, we performed a CRISPR-based co-competition assay comparing the fitness of WRN-depleted versus wild-type cells. Using 4
individual sgRNAs targeting WRN (2 from the original library and 2 independently designed, . S9d ). Of note, the effect size of WRN depletion on cellular fitness was similar to CF genes in both the primary screen and validation experiments, suggesting a potent effect on cellular fitness ( Fig 6a and b ) .
Furthermore, the fitness effect was selective for WRN as transgene expression of mouse Wrn , which is resistant to the sgRNA used, rescued WRN dependency in MSI-H cells ( Fig. 6d ).
These results establish for the first time a link between MMR-deficiency and dependency on WRN, and support WRN as a priority candidate target in MSI-H cancers. independent experiments with standard error. Box and whisker plots are median, interquartile range and 95% confidence intervals.
Discussion
Oncology drug discovery is notoriously difficult and new approaches are needed to more effectively identify and prioritise therapeutic targets. Here, we performed CRISPR-Cas9 screens in a diverse collection of cancer cells lines and combined this with genomic and tractability data to nominate new oncology targets. Our results should facilitate the unbiased selection of a new and broader portfolio of candidate targets for drug development. Equally, they will assist in deprioritising targets lacking supportive evidence.
We recognise that not all targets are suitable for drug development, but even a modest improvement in drug development success rates could have considerable impact on reducing drug development costs and bring patient benefit. Beyond the specific application used here, our CRISPR-Cas9 screening results provide the research community with a rich resource with diverse applications in biology and human genetics.
Despite the comprehensive and systematic approach used here, several limitations of our study should be acknowledged. First, we focused on cell-intrinsic dependencies which impact on fitness, and currently do not consider targets involving the tumour environment.
Second, although CRISPR-Cas9 screens have high efficiency and specificity, we cannot exclude false-positive and false-negative results 33 . Third, modulation of a drug target, for example with a small molecule or antibody, may not replicate the effect of genetic deletion mediated using CRISPR-Cas9, and functional redundancy between gene family members may mask essentialities that could be targeted with drugs. Finally, although in vitro cell lines are a valuable tool for drug discovery, they do not recapitulate some aspects of in vivo tumour biology and consequently may not always be predictive of patient responses. Thus, confirmatory studies are necessary to evaluate candidate targets.
Amongst the top targets, we identified WRN protein as a promising target in MSI-H tumours for multiple cancer-types, indicating that WRN antagonists could in the future be exploited as a targeted therapy in this histology-agnostic molecular subgroup of patients. The mechanism underpinning WRN dependency in MSI cancers is the subject of ongoing investigation but could be due to an interplay between MMR and the role of WRN in DNA replication and repair, or possibly a more direct role for WRN in MMR 34 . Mutation of WRN leads to the autosomal recessive disorder Werner Syndrome, which is characterised by premature ageing and a median age of death of 54 years 35 . Thus, although loss of WRN is compatible with human development, given its role in maintaining genome integrity, targeting WRN could result in collateral damage to normal cells and so careful consideration should be given to maximising the therapeutic index through patient selection and dose scheduling. Immune checkpoint inhibitors are approved for the treatment of MSI tumours 36 , suggesting that a possible route for clinical development of WRN inhibitors would be as an adjunct therapy and in the setting of resistance to immune checkpoint inhibitors.
In summary, we have developed an unbiased and systematic framework that effectively serves to inform ranked priority targets. This framework will further evolve as more screens are performed and additional cancer genomic datasets are integrated. Efforts such as ours to build a compendium of fitness genes in cancer cells, and the identification of 22 context-specific gene dependencies, could transform the decision making process of drug development to improve success rates and ultimately patient outcomes.
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